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Abstract

We present simple topological conditions to check whether the port

conditions of individual multiports are satisfied when they are inter

connected to make up a larger multiport.
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1. Introduction

In certain network synthesis procedures the desired multiport is

built up by the interconnectionof a number of smaller multiports (see pp.

191-193 of [1]). It is then of interest to know whether the port condi

tions of the individual multiports are satisfied inthe final multiport.

This problem has been solved in some restricted cases of practical

interest by using the Brune-test (see p. 192 of [1]). However the solu

tion is not easy to extend to the general case. In this paper we present

a simple general solution for a variation of the original problem. If

certain precautions are taken the deviation from the original problem

does not appear to be practically significant.

2. Preliminaries

By SWT we mean the union of S and T and further that S, T are dis

joint f : S +F is said to be a vector on S over the field F. We denote

by f/T the restriction of a vector on S to a subset T of S. Addition

and scalar multiplication of two vectors on the same set are defined in

the usual way. A collection of vectors on the same set closed under addi

tion and scalar multiplication is called a vector space. If v is a

vector space on S and T c S then \rT is the restriction of all vectors of

v to T; vxT ={gT: gT=f/T, f €v and f(e) =0, es S-T}. Let Gbe a

directed graph on S. Then the collectionof cycles (solutions of KCE) of

G forms a vector space on S denoted by v (6). The collection of coboun-
cy

daries (solutions of KVE) of G forms a vector space on S denoted by

v b(G). Let T c S. GxT(G-T) is the directed graph obtained from Gby

short (open) circuiting and removing all edges in (S-T).

If f,g are vectors on S then <f,g> = I f(e)-g(e). We say that f,g
" " eeS
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are orthogonal to each other iff <f,g> = 0. If v is a vector space on S

the collection of vectors orthogonal to eyery vector in v also forms a

vector space and is denoted by v*. Tellegen's Theorem states that

vcob^ =(vCy(G^*' for any directed 9raph G.

3. The Multiport Connection Problem

We illustrate this problem through an example. In Figs. 1(a), 1(b)

we have shown the directed graphs G<* p , GQ D of two 2-ports. They
Vl b2K2

are connected together in 'series' to yield a 2-port whose directed graph

is shown in Fig. 1(d). We would say that the port conditions of the

2-port of Fig. 1(a) are satisfied in the larger 2-port of Fig. 1(e) if

the current leaving the former 2-port at a,b respectively is equal to the

current entering at a', b' respectively. However in the final multiport

of Fig. 1(e) nodes a', b' get fused with other nodes. It is therefore

more convenient to phrase the port conditions as current constraints on

the internal currents of the multiport. In this case this means that

i, =- i^ and ig =- 1*5. Equivalently we may state this condition as

follows: Let isp be a current vector of the multiport on graph Gsp
e e

~SPe ^' ~Spe/S2 snou^d &e restrictions of cycles of the graphs

G$ p and G$ p . (In this case S1 = {1,2,3,4,5}, S2= {6,7,8,9,10}.) How

ever this test is inconvenient since it requires the solution of the

multiport on Gsp . It is much quicker but almost as informative to

examine whether, whenever isp is a cycle of G~p , j_sp /Sn, isp /S^ are
e e " e

restrictions of cycles respectively of GQ D and &<* D . We formalize
bVl 52K2

these ideas below. The multiport connection problem may be stated as

follows: We are given multiports N^ p (i=l,...,n) with directed graphs
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G~ „ on the sets of edges S. U P. (i=l,...,n) where the sets
ari 1 1

S.. (i=l,...,n), and the sets of ports P. (i=l,...,n) are disjoint. The

multiports are to be connected together according to the directed graph

(the 'port connection diagram') Gp on the set of edges (UP.) WP . The

result is a multiport Nsp on the directed graph Gsp on the set of
e e

edges S w Pfi where S =U S.. We now have two port connection problems

(a) (Topological) is (vcy(G$p )). S. c (vcy(G$ p )). S., (i=l,...,n)?
C 11

(b) (Practical) Does isp /S.. € (vcy(G$tP>)). Sy (j=l,...,n), whenever
(ysp ,isp ) is a solution of Wsp ?

If (a) holds we say that in the multiport ALp the topological con-
5Ke

ditions of W9 p (i=l,...,n) are met whereas if (b) holds we say the
Vi

practical port conditions are met. Observe that the topological condi

tions are stronger than the practical conditions i.e., in order that the

port conditions of the individual multiports are satisfied in a practical

circuit it is sufficient but not necessary that the topological condi

tions are satisfied.

Example 1

Let us reexamine the graphs of Fig. 1 following the notation estab

lished in the statement of the port connection problem. Figs. 1(a),

1(b) show directed graphs GQ p , Gc p of multiports Nr p , WQ p . Here
5r'l b2K2 . 5V1 ^2K2

S1 ={1,2,3,4,5}, S2 ={6,7,8,9,10}, P1 = {p^Pg}, P2 ={p3>P4}. The

multiports AL p , WQ D are to be connected according to the directed
bVl b2K2

graph (the 'port connection diagram') G in Fig. 1(c). (In this case

this is equivalent to connecting the two 2-ports in 'series'). The

resulting multiport Wsp has the directed graph Gsp . The set of ports

P,, P« do not appear in the final multiport Wsp . They are used only
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to indicate the mode of connection.

We need the following well known result [2] from graph theory for

solving the (topological) port connection problem. We omit the proof.

Theorem 1

Let G be a directed graph on S. Let T c S. Then

vcy(GxT) = (v (G))-T.

We now state the main result of this paper.

Theorem 2

The topological port conditions of W<* p (i=l,...,n) are met in the
Vi

multiport W$p iff vcy(G$ px S.)£vcy(Gsp x$.) (1=1 n) or equiva
lent^ Iff vMb((^p> xSj) c v^ (i=l,...,n).

ii "

Proof

The condition on cycles follows from Theorem 1 while the condition

on coboundaries is obtained by observing that v, £ v« iff v? £ v« and

that vcy(G) =(vCQb(6))*. Q.E.D.

Test

From Theorem 2 it follows that the topological port conditions of

Nc p (i=l,...,n) are met in the multiport Wcp iff the rows of the

incidence matrix of Gq p x S.(i=l,...,n) are orthogonal to the rows of
*i i 1

a circuit matrix of G<.p xS. (i=l,...,n).

Example 2

Consider the graphs of Fig. 1. Graphs G<* p x s,, Gs p xS«,
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12 3 4 5
G~p xS,, G~p x s2 are shown in Fig. 2. The cycle [10 10 0]

e e

belongs to v (Gcp x s,) but not to v (G~ p xS..). So port conditions
Cy Org I Cy O-i r -J I

12 3 4 5

of MQ p are violated. Equivalently the coboundary [10 0 10]
V1

belongs to vC0k(Gc p x S.) but not to vcoh(GSp XS«.). This again indi-

cates that port conditions of W- p are violated. It may be verified
Vl

that port conditions of WQ p are also violated.
b2K2

We now consider the relevance of the topological conditions to

practical circuit interconnection. Consider the equations of Wsp

is
(A, Ap ). =0 (1)

h
<-BS -BPe^vp =° (2)

-Pe

Ds(is,vs) =0 (3)

where equations (1) and (2) are the KCL and KVL conditions while (3) is

just a symbolic representation for the device characteristic equations.

The topological conditions would not be necessary for a practical circuit

to satisfy the port conditions of the individual multiports iff the

current vector isp in a solution of Wsp satisfies

Up /Si € (vcy(6S.P.))#Si (i=1>--->n) even thou9h (vCy(GS.P. )),Si
° ii .11

i. (vrv(Gcp ))*sn (i,=:l,...5n). This is equivalent to saying that the

vector i' of equation (1) satisfies an additional linear constraint. In

general if Wsp has a unique solution the probability of the current

vector satisfying an arbitrary linear constraint in addition to the
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topological constraints may be taken to be low unless the device charac

teristic contains that linear constraint. The most common such linear

constraint is the open circuit condition. This can be avoided by

simply deleting the open circuit edge before testing for port condition

satisfaction. The other pathological situation corresponds to short

circuit edges. A loop of such edges can cause W-p to have a non unique

solution in a trivial way. We can avoid this by contracting all 'short

circuit edges, except those whose currents control voltages or currents

elsewhere, before conducting the test.

Example 3

Consider again the graphs of Fig. 1. Suppose branch 5 were an open

circuit and branch 7 were a short circuit. Then S\ '= {1,2,3,4},

S£ = {6,8,9,10} and G$lp = G$ p -S^ G$,p = G$ p x$£.
I| II Cm Cm Cm Cm

GS'P = GSP *(S1IJ^2^ x (siUS2^ GP 1S as be^ore* Tne test 1S now
performed with Gs,p , Gs,p and Gs,p .

Conclusion

We have given a simple test for checking whether the port conditions

of individual multiports are violated when they are connected according

to a port connection diagram.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1(a). Graph G- D of the multiport Wc D
bVl blKl

Fig. 1(b). Graph G<- p of the multiport Wc D .
52K2 b2K2

Fig. 1(c). The "port connection diagram" Gp.

Fig. 1(d). Graph Gsp of multiport W$p .

Fig. 2(a). GQ D x s,.
br i '

Fig. 2(b). G^ p x s?.
b2K2 L

Fig. 2(c). G$p xs

Fig. 2(d). G$p x s2-
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